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INTRODUCTION

Nine claims were staked in May, 1980 to cover an 

old gold occurrence known as the Lyall-Beidelman showing 

located at the extreme western end of the Swayze Volcanic 

Belt. .

The showing is noted as having significant gold 

values associated with disseminated pyrite, arsenopyrite and 

quartz veinlets in two E-W fracture zones within the red 

feldspar porphyry. It was reported that the gossans from these 

2 zones panned gold very freely and some fine native gold was noted 

in one place. As such the Halcrow property is essentially a 

gold venture.

It was hoped that the VLF electromagnetic survey

might outline the two mineralized fracture zones and any hidden 

fracture zones yet to be discovered. The disseminated sulfides 

within the red feldspar porphyry may form marginally conductive 

structures to be detected by VLF-electromagnetic survey. The 

Max-Min II horizontal Loop electromagnetic survey was used to 

clarify the VLF Em responses and to outline more conductive 

structures. The magnetometer survey was conducted primarily to 

define lithologies and geologic structures.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located approximately 35 km due 

east of the town of Chapleau and 14 km southeast of Highway 101 

in Halcrow Township, Sudbury District (Figure 1).

There is no access road that leads directly to the 

property. But it can be reached by boat via Ivanhoe River 

through a few portages or by float - plane from Chapleau or



FIGURE l .

Location Map
Halcrow Claims Scale 1 I : 6OO.OOO
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Foleyet.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The claim group consists of nine, sixteen hectare 

claims as follows.

CLAIM NUMBER RECORDING DATE

P-565751 to P-565754 inclusive May 21, 1980 

P-565775 to P-565779 inclusive May 21, 1980

The above claims are held by Sulpetro Minerals 

Limited, 2161 Yonge Street, Suite 301, Toronto, Ontario, M4S 3A6,

The claims are in good standing and are presently 

held under extension until the 22nd of November, 1982.

GEOLOGIC REPORT

The northeast quarter of the property is underlain 

by conglomerate and other sediments of the Swayze series and 

mafic volcanics.

The southern half of the group is dominated by large 

bosses or dikes of red and grey feldspar porphyry which hosts 

the auriferous mineralizations (Diabase dykes are found cross 

cutting the older units).

The formational strikes in the immediate grid area 

appear to be more or less east-west. The property lies on the 

north limb of a major east-west trending tightly folded doubly- 

plunging synclinorium. The volcano-sedimentary piles are 

strongly deformed. -
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PREVIOUS WORK

Lyall-Beidelman showing on cl^am 565779 was

originally staked for I.C. Beidelman and Associates of Montreal 

in 1934. Trenching, rock sampling, minor blasting and extensive 

outcrop stripping were carried out soon after.

In 1966, six short diamond drill holes totalling 

400 feet were put down by Dalhousie Oil Company Limited under 

the supervision of L. Hobbs. However no significant assays 

were obtained from this exploration effort.

In 1981, line cutting and geologic mapping was carried 

out by Sulpetro Minerals Limited- under the direction of A. W. 

Beecham. Rock sampling of the showing area has returned 

significant gold values of up to 4.35 gm/tonne gold in a grab 

sample of arsenopyrite - bearing quartz vein and bleached wall- 

rock.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

VLF Survey

Logistical details regarding the survey are listed 

below:

Survey Dates: 21 to 23 June and 27 June, 1982
Personnel: K. Lai
Instrumentation: Crone Radem
Transmitter Station: Cutler, Maine, U.S.A.
Frequency: 17.8 kHz
Reading Interval: 12.5m
Parameter Read: Dip angle of resultant field

The dip angle data are plotted in profile form on 

a grid map at a scale of 1:200(5.'- The profile scale is l cm = 10'
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Furthermore, the data were processed by the Fraser filter 

method to transform the rather noisy, non contourable dip angles 

into less noisy, contourable data which enhances the values 

of VLF-EM Survey. The results were plotted on a grid map at 

a scale of 1:2000 and contoured on an interval of 10 units.

Details pertaining to the instrumentation specifications
f

can be found in Appendix A. 

MAOSIETOMETER SURVEY

Logistical details regarding the survey are listed 

below:

Survey Dates: 21 to 23 June and 27 June, 1982
Personnel: A. Millholland
Instrumentation: Barringer GM-122 Proton Magnetometer
Reading Interval: 25m
Parameter Read: Total Magnetic Field

The field data were corrected for diurnal variations 

by taking tie-in readings and then subtracting the variations 

from the field data.

Details regarding the instrumentation specifications 

can be found in Appendix B.

HORIZONTAL LOOP ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The logistical details of the H.L.E.M. survey are 

as follows:

Survey Dates: 24 to 26 June, 1982
Personnel: K. Lai, A. Millholland
Instrumentation: Apex Parametrics Max-Min II
Frequency: 3555 Hz
Reading Interval: " '-25m
Parameters Read: 56 in-phase and 56 out-phase
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The % In-phase and "X, Quadrature results are plotted 

in profile form on a grid map at a scale of 1:2000. The 

profile scale is l cm s 1096.

Details regarding the Max-Min II system are to be 

found in Appendix C.

INTERPRETATION

VLF Survey

Except for three (3) VLF anomalies of possible bedrock 

origin, the rest are obvious swamp edge and/or overburden 

responses. The three anomalies are discussed below:

Zone A

LIE, 0+70N L5E, 1+70N
L2E, 1+OON L6E, 2+25N
L3E, 14-20N L7E, 2+25N
L4E, 1+30N L8E, 2+10N

This zone is likely to represent formational anomaly 

of marginal conductivity. This could possibly be a hidden 

mineralized shear zone within the p^ophyry. Geologic mapping 

has indicated the presence of red altered foliated porphyry. 

Geologic mapping has indicated the presence of red altered 

foliated porphyry containing specular hematite just 25m south 

of the anomaly on Line L3E. Part of this zone also corresponds 

to high magnetic response.

Zone B

L9E, 190S 
L8E, 210S

This zone corresponds to a trend of magnetic high 

and may represent minor disseminated sulfide within a cross 

cutting diabase dyke. But it is also possible that it represents
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the mineralized portion of the shear zone observed around 

L5E, Q+6QS.

ZONE C

L11E, 3+20S 
L10E, 3+OOS

At first glance, this anomaly seems to be a swamp 

edge response. However, the north edge of this anomaly happened 

to coincide with a 'magnetic low 1 similar to that of the Lyall- 

Biedelman showing. The said magnetic low occurs just north of 

the swamp on high ground.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

The magnetic relief over the property is very moderate. 

Background appears to be around 59400tf.

The southern half of the grid is dominated by a few 

strong magnetic highs which probably correspond to several cross 

cutting diabase dykes. The dykes have different strikes but 

three general directions are noted, they are 070 0 (A-A'), 

090 0 (B-B 1 ) and 130 0 (C-C 1 ).

Anomaly D-D*

L4E, 125N
L5E, 175N
L6E, 225N

The relatively weak anomaly corresponds to the Zone 

A, VLF anomaly and suggest possibly the presence of pyrrhotite 

within the Conductive zone.

From an exploration, point of view, the most significant 

observation and of the greatest interest to us is that the 

auriferous mineralization in the red feldspar porphyry is 

interpreted to be associated with 'magnetic low 1 . Zone I is
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the Lyall-Biedelman showing.

Using this simple association perhaps a bit over 

simplified and, uncoventional, as the basis for selecting 

favorable targets for further follow-up work and drilling; 

five other magnetic low areas are identified.

ZONE II

L4E, 2+75S 
L5E, 2+25S

Similar geologic setting as the Lyall-Biedelman 

showing across the other side of the lake. It is an island 

of magnetic low at a magnitude of about 2005 below its immediate 

surroundings.

Zone III

L8E, 3+OOS

This is an area of relatively shallow overburden 

and fine disseminated sulfide was observed in the feldspar 

porphyry during our VLF survey.

Zone IV

L11E, 3+OOS

This zone is located at the flank of a VLF anomaly 

near a swamp. The zone may simply be a reflection of the 

overburden effect.

Zone V

L11E, 2+10S

This zone seems to be on the same trend as Zone III 

and is located on high ground.
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Zone VI

LIE, 1+75S
L2E, 1+75S
L3E, 1+50S
L4E, 1+25S

This is a very interesting area as it is comprised 

of some sheared feldspar porphyry and should definitely be 

investigated.

Before any follow-up geophysical work commences, 

a brief geological examination is recommended for each zone in 

order to aid future interpretation and exploration effort.

H.L.E.M. Survey

The horizontal loop electromagnetic results on 

our Halcrow Township property is essentially featureless. 

With the exception of one response at the southwest corner 

which probably correspond to conductive overburden in the 

swamp.

Apart from this the disseminated sulfides in the 

vicinity of Lyall-Biedelman showing did not give any H.L.E.M. 

response.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is felt that the V.L.F. anomalies may represent 

zones of disseminated sulfides within the sheared feldspar 

porphyry that could possibly be associated with gold mineral 

izations.

Special attention should be put on the 'magnetic 

low 1 areas since it was observed that Lyall-Biedelman showing 

is associated with Zone I 'magnetic low 1 .

* * * * * i ^
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Induced polarization is strongly recommended as

a further follow-up geophysical survey to detect any associated 

disseminated sulfides. I.P. survey should define and provide 

sufficient geophysical criteria for selecting favorable 

drilling targets in the future. Acquisition of additional 

ground toward the East and South-East Corner should be 

considered if I.P. survey returned favorable results.

ResoectfuLiv/ submitted.±7 71;

Konny Lai 
Geologist 
Sulpetro llinerals Limited"
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RADEM V.L.F.-E.M. UNIT

The AADEM receives any 7 of 17 VXJF communication 

broadcast stations with selection by means of a switch. 

These stations are positioned throughout the world and broad 

cast steadily except for maintenance periods of usually of 

}j to 1/3 days per week. The usable range of these stations 

varies widely with power and transmission conditions but is 

usually between 1000 and 5000 miles.

A station should be selected that is located in the 

same direction as the regional strike. In this survey stations 

at Cutler, Maine and Seattle, Washington were used.

In the field, three- measurements could be made viz:

(a) Dip-angle of resultant field

(b) Out-of-phase measurement

(c) Horizontal component of the field strength

In this survey only the dip-angle of resultant field 

was measured.

The dip-angle of resultant field is the angle of 

inclination, measured from the horizontal in degrees,, of the 

direction of the resultant VLP field.

To measure the dip-angle the RADEM is first held with 

the instrument face horizontal and rotated juntil a null is 

obtained (visual minimum on the field strength meter and 

audio null). This aligns the RADEM with the direction of the 

VUF field. The RADEM is then held vertically and tilted from 

right to left until another null is obtained. The instrument 

. is held steady in this null position and the dip-angle read 

from the inclinometer. - .

The VLF-EM method is capable of locating disseminated 

type bodies, small sulphide occurrences, fault and shear zones.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Range; 

Accuracy:

*

Sensitivity:

Gradient Tolerance:

Power:
Power Consumption:

Polarizing Power:

Number of Readings 
with l  Battery Set;

Frequency of
B . . . w # * A . -^

Readings": 

Controls:

Output: 

Indicators z

MODEL CM-122

20,000 to 33,333 In 12 ranges

  l y through operating temperature 
range

'T
600 y/ft. 

12-"D" cells 

^ 50 Joules (V/sec) per" reading

"0.8 A e 13.5 V for 1.5 sec". (3 second 
cycle) .

0.8 A 8 13.5 V for 3 sec. (6 second 
cycle)

2,OOO - 10,OOO Jcpcndlng on type - 
of batteries

l every 3 seconds 
l every 6 seconds

Pushbutton switch
Range Selection switch   SIIdc'swltch -
for 3 and 6 sec. located on P/C Board

5 digit Incandescent. f11 ament . 
readout

LED point
lo'ck Indicator - last three digits
of the display blanked off when
phasclock not achieved
Segment Function Indicator - all
segments light up to permit visual
Inspection of the display function I

Mechanical:

Instrument: Dimensions - 7" X 3.5" XI] 11
(18 cm X 3 cm X 28 om)

Weight - 8 Ibs (3.. 6 kg). Including ^batteries

Sensor: Omnidirectional noise cancelling 
toroidal sensing head

Dimensions   'l 7/8"" C'2 cm) diameter 
.-4 3/8" (11 cm) height

Weight" - 3 Ibs ( l .k

A/nblent Conditions: Operating Tcn.pcra lure Range  

-^00F to 13* 0F (-^O'C to ^5"C

Cnvl ronr.cn t a l ;

. Rclollvc Ilinnidity - O to lOOl

Ins t ruc.cn t ood sensor c^sc irsaJc of 
high Impact plastic



"( i i ) Mjacjine tome ter* Instrument Data

Gencx-al Description, Principle of Operation
*

If a proton rich fluid such, as Kerosene, jet fiiol, 

"heptane., etc. is placed Into a magnetic i'ield l.he prolons 

will align along the magnetic field vector. Tiio magnetic 

field is induced in the senior upon *1 op r os s Trig l.he pusTi  

button. Then this field is suddenly -removed. Protons,
*

whicli T^chave as elcmentax-y gyroscopes will sl:*jrt pro 

cessing around the remaining magnetic field Ih^t of the 

earth. The precession frequency is directly proportional 

to the magnetic field of the earth. The magnetometer 

r.-oxmts this jfrcqucncy, divides it by the .-ipprox^rrate
*

constant to olataiii a reading in grunin.is .^nd displ.iys the 

reading in 'the fonn'of a 5 digit
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The Maxmin II is a two-n\an continuously portable EM 

It is designed to measure botlT the vertical and horizontal 

in-phase (IP) and quadrature (QP) components of the anomalous field 

from electrically conductive zones.

f a

The plane of 'the 'transmitter (Tx) is "kept parallel to the 

mean slope between the transmitter and receiver (Rx) at all times. 

The Maxmin II is a horizontal loop (HL) system when the receiver
. .~ -

measures anomalous components perpendicular to the mean slope be^wei 

the coils. It is a minimum coupled (Min C) system when the receive]
*

measures anomalous components parallel *to the mean slope between 

the coils.

APEX MAXMIN II KM SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATING FREQUENCIES; 

MODES OF OPERATION:

COIL SEPARATIONS: 
(modes a and b)

PARAMETERS . MEASURED:

222, 444, 888, 1777 and 3555lJz.

a) Transmitter coil plane and receiver 
coil plane horizontal (Max-coupled; 
Horizontal loop mode). Used with 
reference cable..

b) Transmitter coil plane horizontal and 
receiver coil plane vertical (Min- 
coupled mode). Used with reference 
cable.

c) Transmitter coil plane vertical and
receiver "coil plane horizontal, tilte 
for null in the receiver output. 
(Vertical loop mode). Used without 
reference cable, in parallel lines.

2S, SO, 1OO, 150, 200 and 250mni (MM II) 
or 10O, 2OO, 30O, 40O, 6OO and 800 ft.
(2-lM II F) . Coil separations in mode c) 
not restricted to fixed values.

a) In-Phase and Quadrature components 
of the secondary field in modes a) 
and b).   .

*

b) Tilt-angle of the total field in 
mode c).



KKADOUTS: a)

,CALE RANGES: '

READING REPEATABILITY:

TRANSMITTER DIPOLE MOMENT:

RECEIVER BATTERIES:

TRANSMITTER BATTERIES:

REFERENCE CABLE:

INDICATOR LIGHTS:

*

OPERATING TEMPERATUREi 

WEIGHT OF RECEIVER UNIT: 

WEIGHT OF TRANSMITTER UNIT:

VOICE LINK:

b)

Autoiriatic, direct readout on 90iiun (3. 
edgewise meters in modes a) and b) . , 
nulling or compensation necessary.

Tilt-angle and null on 90mm (3V) 
edgewise meters in mode c) .

In-phase: i 2Q?L normal, i 1OO2S by switcl 
Quadrature: J; 2Q?i normal, ;f y.OO/% by swi' 
Tilt: i 759C s*l ope
Null: Null sensitivity adjustable by 

separation tiwitch.

to ;f ?1 normally, depending on 
conditions, frequency and coil separatioj' 
used.

^ 
150 Atm @'222Hz, 150
@ 888Hz, 40 Atm 
3555 Hz.

1777
90 A1 

and 30 Atin2

9V transistor rodio type, 4 batteries 
Life: approx. 35 brs . continuous duty 
(alkaline; " . 5Ah) , less in cold weather.

a) 12V7.5Ah Gel-Cell
batteries (2 x 6V in series)

b) 18V2lAh alkaline lantern batteries 
(3 x 6V in series) . Transmitter 
current drain O.5A to 2.2A depending 
on operating frequency.

Light weight, special teflon cable for 
minimum friction. Unshielded. All 
reference cables option at extra. cost. 
Please specify.

Built  in intercom system for voice 
communication between receiver and trans 
mitter operators.

Built  in signal and reference warning 
lights to indicate erroneous readings.

-400C to 4- 6O0C (- 

6kg (13 Ibs.)

to + 1400F)

Typically 65 kg (143 Ibs.), depending on 
quantities of reference cable and battcrj 
included. Shipped -in two shipping/field

Built  in intercom system for voice 
communication between x'ecoiver' and 
mitter operators.
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DECLARATION

This is to state that I, Konny K. Lai hold a Bachelor of 

Science Degree/ Honours in geological Sciences (1980) from McGill 

University in Montreal. And that I have no personal or financial int 

erest in the property covered by this report.

I am currently employ by Sulpetro Minerals Ltd.

I personnally carried out and supervised part of the work 

outlined in this report.

Konny L* i 
Geologist

Haileybury, Ontario, 

21 July 1982.
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Mining Racordar
Ministry of natural Rasourcaa
60 Wilson Avenue
Timalns, Ontario
PAH 287

Daar Sir:

Wa hava received raporta and amps for a Geophysical 
(Electromagnetic and Magnatonatar) Survey sutmlttad 
undar Spacial Provisions (credit for Performance and 
Coverage) on Mining Claims P 565751 at al in the 
Township of Halcrow.

This Material will be examined and assessed and a 
statement of assessment work credits will be issued.

Tours very truly

E.P. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6450
Quean's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3
Phonat 416/965-1380

DVtse

cet Sulpetro Minerals Limited 
Haileybury, Ontario

cci Konny Lai
Scarborough, Ontario



Suite 301, 2161 Yonge Street
Toronto, Ontario M4S 3A6
Telephone: (416) 482-5422 Telex 06-23794

P.O. Box 1207 Haileybury, 
Ontario.

f 2 November 1982.

Mr. E.F. Alderson 
Mining Lands Section 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
6450 Whitney Block 
Queen's Park 
TORONTO/ Ontario

M7A 1W3

,,uv

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed two copies of a report describing 
Horizontal Loop EM, VLF and Magnetometer surveys on our 
Halcrow Township claims, Porcupine Mining Division, claims

P-565,751   P-565754 

P-565,775   P-565779.

Recorder
This work is being reported-to the Porcupine Mining

Sincerely,

A.W. Beecham 
Senior Geologist

Copy: J.E. Cattell
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Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC

Type of Survey(s) Magnetics ; VLF-EM and HLEM

Township or Area Halo-row Township______ 
Claim HolHCT(s) Sulpetro Minerals Ltd.

0 -, Survey Company

2161 Yonge St. , Suite 301, Toronto 
Same

Author of Report Konny K. Lai

Address of A..thor 137 Silver Springs Blvd. ScarborOp 

Covering Dates of Survey 21 June 1982 to 27 June 1982
(tinecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
per claimGeophysical

—Electromagnetic——40
20—Magnetometer-——-——

—Radiometric-
-Other____
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit* do not apply to airborne suiveys)

Magnetometer .Electromagnetic Radiometric

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications

l
MHO T

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

.P-565751 """"(pVefix)""""""""

.P.-J5.65.7.5J2L.........
(number)

P-565753 

P-565754

P-565776

P-565778

P-565779

TOTAL CLAIMS-



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey
VLF-1180 

Number of *-™- Magnetics-610,HLEM-553 ^^ of Readings Mag,.6lo

Station interval Mag. -25m,HLEM - 25m,VLF-12.5m T ine sparing lQOm

Profile craU Magnetic s -N/A, VIJF and HISIM-'
. VLF-lOunits, Magnetics-200 Contour interval ..

Instrument Barringer GM-122 Magnetometer 
C*
(d

S

H

S
O

N

•—l

-v , .. ..j Regular Tie-in Readings .a Diurnal correction method ^————————————————±— v.
Base Station check-in interval (hours).

Station location and value

Instrument Crone Radem , J^)ex Parametrics,Max-Min IIw

* 
S
0ai

S

Coil configuration
Cnil separation .

o Accuracy — "f 1 —
Method: ^
FVrniienrvVIFl?

Transmitter -Dipolar
VLF-N/A

Q Fixed transmitter
.8 kHz -Cutler, Maine

Antenna,
HTiTiM— 1

FTJ^M-

d Shoot
,USA

- ——— ; ——— — : - - ' - — - — TrT,r,n^ v;o"-rj.a 
Receiver- Dip Angl*. ^anr-iynn
00m
+ 1 O*/ J, SO

back "^

H1EM-
jj^l In line
3555 Hz

.LOOP

O Parallel line

— vjjc — (specify V.L. F. sution)
w HLEM- in-phase S out-of-phase component of secbi Parameters measured D3 p-angle,________ . . ___ _ -—-—^————^—^ —-a—-- ary EM field in percentages.

Instrument.

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ————.—————————————————————————————————————————— 
Method D Time Domain CD Frequency Domain 

Parameters — On time ___________________________ Frequency ————-

- Off time ____________________________ Range.

— Delay time -——-—-—————-—————————————.

— Integration time. 

Power _______________

Electrode array _ 

ZJ Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode
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HALCROW
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SUDBURY

PORCUPINE
MINING DIVISION 

SCALE: 1-INCH 40 CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES ^
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES
CANCELLED c.

NOTES

400' Surface Rights Reservation around 
all lakes and rivers.

DATE OF ISSUE

Mims'.ry of Natural Resources 
TORONTO

PUN NO M. 906

ONTARIO 

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS A ND MAPPING B RANCH
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7~565775

LOCATION OF HALCROW CLAIMS
HALCROW TWP, DISTRICT OF SUDBURY

'3CALE l" - V f M IL!

565777

Instrumentation: Barringer GM-122
Base Station Location:
Base Station Value : s?/? A f
Datum subtracted:
Station interval: 25m.
Personnel: A. Millholland
Survey date: 21,23,27 June 1982,

565779

EXPLANATION 

Lake edge 

i Swamp

Claim post, located 

laim post, uniocated

565752
565774

SULPETRO MINERALS LIMITED

Halcrow Twp
Northern Ontario

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

2.0CO

41010NWM95 2.5190 HALCROW

—"^^™*^1^^B^^BB"

irriBnllhri



565775
LOCATION OF HALCROW CLAIMS

•'uCROw rwp, DISTRICT OF- SUDBURY
s ,i t '" !V MIL t

Instrumentation: Crone Pad em 
Transmitter Station: Cutler, Maine, U.S.A, 

Frequency 17-8 Hz 
Station Interval) 12-5 m 

Contour interval: 10 units

Personnel: K. La i
Survey Dates: 21,23,27 June 1982.

EXPLANATION 

Lake edge 

Swamp 

Claim post, 

Cluirn post, unlocated

565774

SULPETRO MINERALS L5MJTEO

HAL CROW CL AIMS— ——-—-—— Northern Ontario

VLF FRASER PLOT
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LOCATION OF HALCROW CLAIMS
HALCROW TWP, DISTRICT OF SUDBURY

SCALE l" : J/2 MILE

Bast Lino 
O- 00

Instrumentation Crone Radem 
Transmitter Station : Cutler, Maine, U.S.A. 
Frequency ' 17-8 kHz. 
Line Interval : 100 m. 
Station Interval - 12-5 m. and 25 m. 
FVofile Scale : l cm. * 10 7o 
Personnel 1 K.Lai
Survey Dates : June 21-24/27,1982 
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EXPLANATION 

_ Lake edge 

•i ") Swamp 

®— Claim post, located

C^ '™ ClOini O6t, unlOCQl&

N
SULPETRO MINERALS LIMITED

HALCROW CLAIMS Halcrow Twp
Northern Ontario

V.LF. SURVEY-DIP ANGLE
V..L l 2,000
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LOCATION OF HALCROW CLAIMS
' - A ' M r s f ,;f T ',f SlJu", i^/

In

Instrumentation 1 Apex Parametrics Max-MinU
Frequency ! 3555 Hz.
Coil Separation : 100 m
Station Interval : 25 m. g
Line Spacing : 100 m.
Profile Scale : l cm* 10 "/o 0
l p .—.———.

O Q -._ ^ j . r . *~— ——"*-—'f f

Personnel' K.Lai, A.Millholtand
Survey Dates' June 24-26, 1982- j
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EXPLANATION 

Lake edge 

Swamp 

Claim Dost, located
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SULPETRO MINERALS LIMITED

HALCROW CLAIMS
Halcrow T^[, 
Northern Ontnno

H.LE.M. SURVEY - 3555 Hz.
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